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Situation 
 
With attacks coming from the Government on the industry as a whole, we need to 
be ready and organised to defend our members whatever challenges we face. 
 
Resolutions from previous conferences have asked for campaigns to fight for the 
grades and raise the profile with the travelling public. 
 
Over the last year frontline staff have been identified as keyworkers and many have 
worked continually throughout the pandemic. 
 
The Conference represents Caterers and Auxillary Grades on the Railway and within 
Shipping as well as the Hotel Industry, however has always been dominated by 
railway grades. 
 
Following a decline in delegates, over the last 4 years we have worked hard to grow 
the conference and have achieved this through organising and communication 
within the grade. 
 
 

Task 
 
There are a number of areas we need to focus on in order for any campaign to be 
successful as well as ensuring we continue to grow the conference. 
 
For starters we need to understand the demographics and issues of the members 
we represent, we will call this Organising and will be done using established 
techniques and current union structure. 
 
We then have the Catering Charter which is now out of date, this is separate 
workstream but one that is vital for organising within the Grade, this will come 
under Charter. 
 
Once organising work has been completed we can the move into assessing the 
issues and highlight areas for a successful campaign or campaigns within the 
grades we represent, this will fall under the title of Campaign. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

  

 

Actions 
 

Organising 
 

1) Identify which members are represented by conference. 
-To identify which grades are auxiliary/catering staff. 
-To identify which companies they work for. 
- To establish how many we have in Total. 

 
2) Analyze and Breakdown this information. 

-Establish the amount of members per region 
-Establish Gender, Age Range and Race 
-Establish the amount of members per Company. 

 
3) Look at how our members are organised, this needs to be done on both a 

company level and using existing organising structure. 
-Nationally – have we got full complement of Company Council Reps and 
who are they/which branch are they appointed by. 
-Locally – Have we got full complement of Local Level Reps, who are they 
and which branches  
-H&S – have we got full complement of H&S Reps who are they and which 
branch are they appointed by. 

 
4) Resolutions and Previous Campaigns 

-What resolutions have come from conference/branches 
-Any actions taken on those resolutions 
-Previous campaigns and there success. 

 
Why do we need this information and what will it enable us to do? 
 
Identifying and Analyzing the breakdown of the members we represent enables us 
to establish any areas to target for recruitment and growth of the grade. 
 
Looking at current organising structure within the grade will also ensure current 
members are supported and retained, we also need to look into information 
supplied to members when they join, as not all new member receive welcome 
packs. 
 



 

  

Establishing the reps at all levels and branches with caterers in will create a national 
communication network, so we are aware of issues within companies and whether 
they are local or specific to one company or all.   
Moving onto potential campaigns it will also give us an insight into what is coming 
and what materials/support reps need locally. 
 
Any future campaign needs to be relevant and Company specific, regional 
campaigns may not work as many companies cover multiple regions. By having a 
knowledge of previous campaigns we can look what has worked and learn from 
this. 
 
 

Results 
 
We will achieve 
-communications network that will enable us to respond fast. 
-knowledge of previous issues 
-lessons learnt from previous campaigns. 
 
So why not launch a campaign now? 
The government has only recently announced railway reforms, at the moment we do 
not know what they are, but need to be ready when we do.  Utilizing the next few 
weeks to organise an effective communications network and learn from the past is 
essential. 
 
We need to be careful what potential campaigns we roll out, suggestions have 
included:  
-Covid response – this may end in July and may be seen as too late by many 
members 
-Trolleys – attacking the use of trolleys may be seen as an attack on jobs, labelling 
them as unsafe plays into the companies’ hands, if they are unsafe it’s a safety 
issue which should be addressed by safety reps/councils, knowing who they are will 
help. 
-Low Pay/Long hours – Many staff on the railway are not low paid and do not work 
long hours, this is an issue for auxiliary grades such as DHL, Rail Gourmet, SSP but 
we need to target membership in those areas first as they are hard to recruit and 
retain. We are also aware that restructuring on Shipping has put caterers at a 
disadvantage to staff on the same grade band with regards to hours worked. 
-Buffet Area – Bring back the buffet was a previous campaign, which had limited 
success, this does not affect all companies. 



 

  

-Attacks on Catering Grade – At the moment we do not know what they are, but 
know they will come.  Perhaps a propaganda campaign around getting the public on 
side, maybe a good place to start once we have organised. 
 
 
 

Charter 
The catering grades charter was produced many years ago and is now out of date, 
the grades have changed and well as many of the roles. 
-we need to look at the grades we currently have within catering and auxiliary 
-we need to asses the data in the charter, keeping what is relevant and updating 
what is not. 
-we need to ensure it covers the grades we represent both on land and water. 
-we also ask that analysis of the best terms and conditions from each company is 
done, and then put together as an ideal for all companies to work towards. 
-need to aim for it being ready by next conference. 
 
We would hope to get this completed by next conference in April. 
 

Conference 
 
Whilst all this work is ongoing we also need to be getting ready for the next 
conference in Swansea 23rd April 2022. 
 
Previous Delegates will be kept in contact with and through the rep network we 
create we can also keep in touch with Branches with caterers in and reps alike. 
 
Throughout the year the liaison committee will ensure that venues, social events 
and speakers are organised. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

  

Next Steps/Timeline 
 
Moving forward we feel the liaison committee should meet monthly 
 
July – Organising 
 -Analysis of the data, where the members are etc 

-Aim to produce a map of this to show high concentration and low 
-Where we need to target recruitment and work with the relevant regional 
councils. 

 
August – Reps 
 -Produce rep network 

-Work with regional councils/branch to support current ones and recruit new 
ones. 

 
September – Issues  
 -Working with reps to collate issues across companies 
 -Start work on common issue/company specific 
 -Look at leads for possible Campaigns 
 
October – Campaigns 
 -Finalise which campaigns we are focusing on 
 - Create materials  
 -Launch Campaigns 
 
 
 
 
 


